Abstract-The self-similarity of complex networks has broad practical backgrounds. However, the properties of self-similar network have rarely studied so far. For this propose the self-similarity networks definition is captured firstly. Self-similarity model of complex networks is build based on information transfer, accounting to information transfer among nodes. Self-similarity of complex networks is researched based on the concept of fractal. Volume dimension is given to measure the self-similar network; besides, the shortage of volume dimension was also referred to. The information dimension was also proposed to study the self-similarity, which can reflect the similar objectively. Self-similarity of complex networks and simulation results is got from the data, finally further study is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first time when mathematicians tried to describe a network might be traced back to 1736, when Euler was dealing with the famous "Konigsberg "seven-bridge" problem. Following the graph theory developed quickly for 20 century, Erdǎs and Rényi built their powerful random graph theory in 1960, to model the random-like complexity of various networks [1] . Motivated by the significant deviations in various real-life networks and this now-classical random graph theory, some new complex network models were proposed recently [2- . One is the Watts-Strogatz small-world model [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , fitting to the large-clustering and small-average-path phenomena of the real world. However, the real networks are dominated by a relatively small number of nodes that are connected to many other sites while majority nodes only have small minority connected, which is not well described by the E-R random graph theory. Hence, Barabási and Albert proposed a scale-free model (BA) [13] ，which is the connection probability ( ) P k , can be represented by a power-law with a degree exponent γ usually in the range 2 3 γ < < , ( )
While the small-world and scale-free network models capture basic properties of real networks, it is still a minimal model with several limitations. While the real networks always have non-power-law features such as exponential cutoffs or saturation for small variables. To overcome these discrepancies and further study various microscopic processed affected by the network topology and evolution, there have been several promising attempts. The evolution factors may be roughly classified into different types of preferential attachments, local world, fitness degree [5] , competitions, and so on. To some extent, Krapivsky et al. studied a nonlinear preferential attachment scheme with the probability of degree i k at node i given by ( ) 
, where γ is a constant [14] .
The competition aspect was discussed by Bianconi and Barabási in their fitness model firstly [15] . Considering preferential attachments in local-world not suitable to whole-world, Xiang Li and Guanrong Chen studied a local-world evolving network model [16] . Although many evolving network models have been used to analyze possible hidden relationships under specific evolving mechanisms, we have noticed some other important factors that had been ignored by previous investigations. For example, connection between nodes of computer networks, according to preferential attachments probability ( )
that new nodes can be attached to the same nodes, but it does not in real networks and formed different hubs. This explained that connected between nodes may be something similar. The selfsimilarity research of complex is just use interaction of nodes to study the micro evolving of networks. In researching self-similarity, for example, Chaoming Song and Shlowo Havlin measure the self-similarity of complex networks using renormalization procedure [17] . R..Guimera and L.Danon measure self-similar community structure in a network of human interactions using emails [18] . While we studied the self-similar network according to the nodes inner properties. First each node can acquire its information and have some mutual effects among nodes and can pass information to each other. If the information is the same or similarity, then the nodes are connected and they are of one kind. On the other hand, the network similar is surveyed by the volume dimension and the information dimension separately.
II. THE SELF-SIMILAR NETWORK

A. Definition of Self-similar Network
In network the nodes transferred the information each other, if the message has some similarity to establish the connection. The node transmit the message has certain limitation, therefore can only be the partial node receives the information, forms the localized network. According to the methods of the Horton-Strahler [19] graded the local network. Suppose the local network each i level branching has ( 1) i − level downstream branching the number of k and j level side branching of the number 
B. Properties of Self-similar Network
The matrix has some properties as following: Theorem1 Any two matrixes are exchangeable with the same step under Toeplitz matrix For example, Toeplitz matrix 1
T and 2 T . 
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III. NETWORK MODEL BASED-ON INFORMATION TRANSFER
A. InformationTtransfer Model
The self-similarity is a special case of similarity; It means that the part and the whole of a system have similarity. The similarity is not an accident, but it should occur and keep all the time in the progress of system evolving [20] . The self-similarity of networks is proposed based on the facts: the networks will keep relative stability by itself in the progress of evolving, make sure the whole and part, part and part show some similarity [21] . The self-similarity networks are formed by pass information among nodes. Each node can acquire his information and have some mutual effects among nodes and can pass information to each other. If the information is the same or similarity, then the nodes are connected and they are of one kind. For example, people affiliate with somebody in the society, always find someone whether has the same with himself, such as character, favor and opinions about things. If someone has the same character with himself, then they will keep contact more usual. People always like affiliate with the one who has similarity with himself in all aspects, which is domino effect. It can be captured as follows in networks:
1) The node ( ) 4) The probability that node p v connects with q v depends on similar degrees, the linking probability is following: 
B. Volume-dimension
Although statistics discover many self-similar things in nature, we can not know the ratio of self-similarity. To calculate their dimensions, the solution of volumedimension was proposed. The wafer or square is used to fill in object, and then count the number of needed ones which are also the dimension of self-similarity, and this dimension is called "volume-dimension" [22] . Definition1 Suppose F is a finite non-empty sub set, 
The network will increase new nodes at every time segment h , that is the number of nodes N increase. Each other autocorrelation function of f which is divided according to time segment h [23] ( ) 
D. Simulation Results of Volume Dimension
From above we know that the features of node v are the basic to self-similarity formed. The simulation result is shown as Fig.2 .
(1) 100 nodes This even reveals that self-similarity is more obvious during growth of the networks to some extent. Moreover, it can be shown that the power-law distribution (see Fig.4 ) is in accordance with the property of scale-free networks.
Obviously, power-law is not only the results of preferential connection. The simulation and analysis is processed under the network growth continual, which is also accordance with the real networks which keep continually growth.
IV. INFORMATION DIMENSION
With the aim of providing a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanism which leads to these common features one needs to probe the patterns within the network structure in more detail. Chaoming Song and R.Guimera studied the connectivity of interconnected nodes that may bring the results. They show that real complex networks, such as WWW, social, protein-protein interaction networks and cellular networks are indeed constructed of self-repeating patterns on all length-scales, and are therefore invariant or self-similar under a lengthscale transformation. This result comes as a surprise since the exponential increase in Eq. (1) has led to the general understanding that complex networks are not self-similar, since self-similarity requires a power-law relation between N and l . At the root of the self-similar in this study they unravel is a scale-invariant renormalization procedure to reconcile the exponential increase in Eq . (1) with self-similarity.
In order to demonstrate this concept they first consider a self-similar network embedded in Euclidean space, of which a classical example would be a fractal percolation cluster at criticality [24] . In order to unfold the self-similar properties of such clusters they calculate the fractal dimension using a "box counting" method method [25, 26] . For example, the applied to complex networks. The first column depicts the original network. They tile the system with boxes of size B l . All nodes in a box are connected by a minimum distance smaller than the given B l . For instance, in the case of B l =2, they identify four boxes that each containing 3,2,1 and 2 nodes, respectively. Then each box is replaced by a single node; two renormalized nodes are connected if there is at least one link between the unrenormalized boxes. Thus they obtain the network shown in the second column. The renormalization procedure is applied again and repeated until the network is reduced to a single node, shown as Fig.3 
The application of the proper covering procedure in the box counting method, Eq. (8), for complex networks unveils a set of self-similar properties such as a finite self-similar exponent and a new set of critical exponents for the scale-invariant topology. This procedure is applied to several different real networks: (1) a part of the WWW composed of 325,729 web-pages which are connected if there is a URL link from one page to another [27] ,
(2) a social network where nodes are 392,340
actors linked if they were cast together in at least one movie [28] , 6.3 They obtain the dimension values of various complex networks and conclude that complex networks are selfsimilarity.
Fig 3. The process of renormalization
Although Chaoming Song and Shlowo Havlin measured the self-similarity of complex networks using renormalization procedure, network is dynamic growing in real world. Hence, they can not reveal the self-similar from dynamic growing of networks. On the other hang the volume information are calculated the number of boxes not considers the number of nodes containing in a box. Obviously, the box dimension is applied to capture the characteristic of self-similar that have limits. Hence, the information dimension is applied to study selfsimilarity of complex networks and to discuss the relationship between self-similar and complex networks [29] , shown as Fig.4 .
Fig 4. Information dimension calculation
The distribution of nodes in networks has not uniformity result to different boxes containing different number of nodes. To exactly calculate the number of nodes contained in each box objectively, the box dimension must be improve as following:
Step 1: Serial number is made to each box according to different number of nodes containing in boxes..
Step 2: Statistics the probability ( ) Step 1: Network is covered squares with r edge and calculates how many squares network containing and makes series numbers for each box, the probability is calculated to box containing nodes, then as ( ) P r .
Step 2: Square edges is shrunk and again calculates how many squares network containing, then the probability is calculated to box containing nodes, then as ( ) P r .
Step 3: statistics different ( ) P r with different r .
Step 4: According to different ( ) 
C. Simulation Results
As some examples, we use the networks with Fig.4 , which is in accordance with the property of scale-free networks. The key point in scale-free model is preferential mechanism [30] , which a new node is connected to existing node depends on. It has achieved much attention whether or not the preferential mechanism existed in real world [31] . The statistics of literature network, Internet network, science cooperate network and actor cooperate network was done by Jeong [32] . They conclude that 1 α = in literature network and Internet and 0.8 0.1 α ± = in scientist network and actor network, from which they considered preferential mechanism is existing in networks.
The preferential mechanism of scale-free mode is based on hypothesis; however, the information dimension is accordance with α in this paper, which reveals the nodes links in real world is not always based-on preferential but the network has self-similar prosperities. The simulation and analysis is processed under the network continual growth, which is also accordance with the continual growth in real world networks.
V. CONCLUSION
After addressing the course of self-similarity networks formed and self-similarity of local networks in details, we propose the self-similarity model based-on information transfer and describe the arithmetic of model evolving. The model of information transfer have better unanimous with real world. First the volume dimension measured the dimension values of networks, and the short of the volume dimension was also pointed out. The information dimension further measured the similar of network, and educed that the complex networks have self-similarity characters. To impose more lights on the microscopic evolution process of various complex networks, i.e., ranging from biological genomes evolution to social and economic networks such as linguistics, the World Trade Web and stock markets, the proposed self-similarity has a lot work to offer and should be further investigate.
